Triton® RL2000 Retail ATM
The Triton RL2000 model is the latest in affordable
automatic teller machine (ATM) solutions and combines
advanced capabilities with a streamlined, walk-up design.
Both flexible and functional, the Triton RL2000 model
is the choice for both high- and low-traffic business
locations and serves as both a potential stream of
income and a convenient source of cash for customers.
The Triton RL2000 ATM’s innovative features—including
an embedded PC-based platform, Microsoft®
Windows® CE 5.0 operating system with Triton’s X2
technology—help make the RL2000 model a reliable
and convenient ATM solution. In addition, the platform
is expandable, allowing the RL2000 model to meet
future compliance and application needs.
The Triton RL2000 model is part of a complete turnkey
ATM solution that includes installation, comprehensive
training, technical support and reporting features.
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Triton® RL2000 Retail ATM
Features
JJBacklit Topper
- Mid-topper increases visibility
JJMonitor
- 5.7” color screen
JJPrinter
- 60mm printer
JJKeypad
- Visa /PCI Encrypting PIN Pad (VEPP)

JJAdditional revenue source (profit from
ATM surcharge and/or interchange)
JJMore in-store purchases
JJHigher store traffic
JJImproved customer convenience
JJCompetitive advantage

Dimensions

®

- Triple DES compliant
JJCommunications
- Standard dial

Height: 49.5” (excluding topper)
Width: 16”
Depth: 16” to 22.1”
Weight: approximately 175 lbs.
Color: Bayou Bronze

JJSmall Footprint
JJAdvertising Potential
- Decals and signage
JJ Card Reader
- Dip standard

Operating Environment
Temperature range: 10° to 40°C / 50° to 104°F
Relative humidity: 20% to 80% non-condensing
Power consumption: 150 watts maximum

JJADA Compliant
- Audio transaction guidance
for the visually impaired
- Accessible keyboard layout
JJSecurity
- Electronic lock

JJCabinet
- UL 291 Business Hours standard

Help Your Business

Payment Solutions for
Maximum Performance
Around the world every day, First Data makes payment
transactions secure, fast and easy for merchants, financial
institutions and their customers. We leverage our
unparalleled product portfolio and expertise to deliver
processing solutions that drive customer revenue and
profitability. Whether the payment is by debit or credit, gift
card, check or mobile phone, online or at the point of sale,
First Data helps you maximize value for your business.
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For more information, contact your Sales
Representative or visit firstdata.com.

